Standard Detail Drawings Updates

Implementation Schedule: These drawings will be included when applicable in plans scheduled for the
February 2022 PS&E due date of the proposal preparation process schedule (refer to FDM 19-1 Attachment 1.5).

Edits to the drawings are highlighted in red. On the backsides where new text has been inserted or
combined with old text, the new text appears red.

SDD Table of Contents - summary list with new or edited SDDs highlighted.

SDD 08B09  Manholes 3-FT, 4-FT, 5-FT, 6-FT, 7-FT, 8-FT, 9-FT and 10-FT. (revised) Revision of SDD to add 9-FT
and 10-FT pipe sizes.

SDD 08D04  Concrete Surface Drains and Asphaltic Flumes (revised) Revisions include clarification of the angle of
Flumes and Concrete Surface Drains with relationship to the back of curb and clarification of concrete reinforcement
in Concrete Surface Drain.

SDD 08F04  Joint Ties for Concrete Pipe and Concrete Collar Detail (revised) Revision to redefine Tie Rod lengths.

SDD 14B32  Concrete Barrier Single Slope (CBSS) (revised) Revision to all sheets to improve clarity of
general notes. New detail for cold joints, new detail for placement of drainage within CBSS section, new detail for
expansion joints, new sheet for Median Barrier End Anchor.

SDD 14B51  Anchor Post Assembly Top Mounted (revised) Revision for post offset.

SDD 15A04  (sheets a-e) Delineator and Delineator Post  (revised) Revision by addition of new sheet “e” for Delineator
with Reflective Sheeting

SDD 15C12  Traffic Control for Lane Closure with Flagging Operation (revised) Revision redefines spacing of each
Temporary Rumble Strip Array.

SDD 15D38  Temporary Traffic Control, Sign Mounting (deleted) SDD has been removed from use.
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